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QUESTION 1

You deploy two different applications to the WebLogic container. One application use Xerces parser version A and the
other application uses Xerces parser version B. Both these versions are different from the parser version that the
WebLogic server uses internally. You want to use the Filtering Classloader feature to solve this problem. What action
would you take to generate proper filtering Classloader entries? 

A. Modify the applications to use the same version that WebLogic uses internally. 

B. Based on available examples of Filtering Classloader entries, try to modify get the proper entries. 

C. Deploy and use the Classloader Analyzing Tool to resolve all conflicts with conflicting libraries. This tool will generate
all proper entries. 

D. Split the application into separate WebLogic containers and use different WLS versions of Xerces but identical that
applications require. 

E. Look for a WebLogic release that uses the same version of Xerces that the applications use. 

Correct Answer: B 

Note: 

*

 The FilteringClassLoader provides a mechanism for you to configure deployment descriptors to explicitly specify that
certain packages should always be loaded from the application, rather than being loaded by the system classloader.
This allows you to use alternate versions of applications such as Xerces and Ant. 

*

 To configure the FilteringClassLoader to specify a certain package is loaded from an application, add a prefer-
application-packages descriptor element to the weblogic- application.xml which details the list of packages to be loaded
from the application. The following example specifies that org.apache.log4j.* and antlr.* packages are loaded from the
application, not the system classloader: 

 org.apache.log4j.* antlr.*  

Reference: Understanding WebLogic Server Application Classloading 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a durable subscriber, and the subscriber is down or not reachable when the message is produced. Which two
options regarding the expiry of these messages are true? 

A. after the subscriber is unavailable for 10 minutes 

B. when the subscriber is available 

C. after the subscriber is unavailable for after an hour 

D. are available until the specified time elapses 
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E. are expired instantly 

Correct Answer: BD 

By default, JMS messages never expire. When applications send messages to queues or topics with durable
subscribers, WebLogic must retain the message until it is consumed. This is fine in most point-topoint messaging
applications because consumers are constantly consuming messages. Any message sent to a queue will typically be
consumed in a relatively short period of time. If the consumers get disconnected, they will usually reconnect as soon as
possible and start processing any messages that might have built up in the queue. 

D: For durable subscribers to a topic, this is not necessarily true. The messaging system is forced to retain any
message that has not been consumed by a durable subscriber, regardless of whether that durable subscriber will ever
return. In this case, WebLogic is at the mercy of the durable subscriber to unsubscribe when it no longer wishes to
receive the messages. If the durable subscriber logic is flawed in such a way that the subscribers do not unsubscribe
properly, the messaging system will start to fill up with messages that may never be delivered. This calls for real caution
in using durable subscribers. Fortunately, there is another way to help deal with this problem. Message expiration can
be set at the connection factory level. Using a connection factory\\'s default time-to-live attribute, we can specify the
number of milliseconds that WebLogic should retain an undelivered message after it is sent. 

 

QUESTION 3

In the absence of shared storage between cluster nodes, which two actions can you take to configure a High Availability
architecture? 

A. Move domain logs to a highly available database. 

B. Move server logs to a highly available database. 

C. Move transaction logs to a highly available database. 

D. Move JMS persistent stores to a highly available database. 

E. Move error logs to a highly available database. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which four service offerings are included in Oracle Public Cloud? 

A. Database Service 

B. Data Service 

C. Java Service 

D. Security Service 

E. .NET Service 

F. SOA Service 
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Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Active Cache is the integration of Coherence and WebLogic Server. Which component is NOT part of this integration? 

A. Coherence*Web 

B. Coherence*Extend 

C. TopLink Grid with Coherence 

D. Coherence cluster lifecycle management in WebLogic Server 

E. Named cache dependency Injection 

Correct Answer: B 

WebLogic Server includes features that allow deployed applications to easily use Coherence data caches, and
seamlessly incorporate Coherence*Web (not A) for session management and TopLink Grid (not C) as an object-to-
relational persistence framework. Collectively, these features are referred to as ActiveCache. 

ActiveCache is employed by applications running on WebLogic Server and provides replicated and distributed caching
services that make an application\\'s data available to all servers in a Coherence data cluster. New features in this
release provide direct access by applications to data caches, either through resource injection or component-based
JNDI lookup, and let you display, monitor, create, and configure Coherence clusters using the WebLogic Server
Administration Console and WLST. 

Reference: Oracle Coherence Tutorial for Oracle Coherence 
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